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Electrical conductivity of the Earth’s mantle depends on both temperature and compositional parameters. 
Radial and lateral variations in conductivity are thus potentially a powerful means to investigate its 
thermo-chemical structure. Here, we use available electrical conductivity data for the major lower mantle 
minerals, bridgmanite and ferropericlase, to calculate 3D maps of lower mantle electrical conductivity for 
two possible models: a purely thermal model, and a thermo-chemical model. Both models derive from 
probabilistic seismic tomography, and the thermo-chemical model includes, in addition to temperature 
anomalies, variations in volume fraction of bridgmanite and iron content. The electrical conductivity 
maps predicted by these two models are clearly different. Compared to the purely thermal model, the 
thermo-chemical model leads to higher electrical conductivity, by about a factor 2.5, and stronger lateral 
anomalies. In the lowermost mantle (2000–2891 km) the thermo-chemical model results in a belt of high 
conductivity around the equator, whose maximum value reaches ∼120% of the laterally-averaged value 
and is located in the low shear-wave velocity provinces imaged in tomographic models. Based on our 
electrical conductivity maps, we computed electromagnetic response functions (C-responses) and found, 
again, strong differences between the C-responses for purely thermal and thermo-chemical models. At 
periods of 1 year and longer, C-responses based on thermal and thermo-chemical models are easily 
distinguishable. Furthermore, C-responses for thermo-chemical model vary geographically. Our results 
therefore show that long-period (1 year and more) variations of the magnetic field may provide key 
insights on the nature and structure of the deep mantle.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Global models of seismic tomography are converging towards 
a coherent picture of the mantle in the sense that different 
datasets and methods agree on large-scale structures (e.g. Ritsema 
et al., 2011). In the lowermost mantle (2400–2891 km), the seis-
mic structure is dominated by two large low shear-wave velocity 
provinces (LLSVPs) beneath the Pacific and Africa, where shear-
wave velocity drops by a few percent compared to its horizon-
tally averaged value. The exact nature of LLSVPs is still unclear, 
but several hints suggest that they result from both thermal 
and chemical anomalies (e.g., van der Hilst and Kárason, 1999;
Trampert et al., 2004). Alternatively, a thermally dominated origin, 
implying the presence of post-perovskite outside LLSVPs, has also 
been advocated (e.g. Davies et al., 2012). Chemical anomalies, if 
present, may result either from early differentiation of the Earth’s 
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mantle, or from the recycling of oceanic crust (MORB). Calcula-
tions based on mineral physics database suggest that LLSVPs are 
better explained by material enriched in iron and silicate than by 
recycled oceanic crust, which would require temperatures in ex-
cess of 1500 K relative to average temperature at these depths 
(Deschamps et al., 2012). This supports a primordial origin re-
lated to early differentiation of the mantle. Following the “Basal 
mélange” (BAM) hypothesis (Tackley, 2012), these primordial reser-
voirs may however be regularly re-fed with small fractions of 
MORB. A major difficulty when inferring the thermo-chemical 
structure from seismic models, is that temperature and composi-
tion strongly trade off with one another. Efforts have been made to 
obtain independent constraints on the density structure from seis-
mic normal modes (Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Trampert et al., 2004;
Mosca et al., 2012), allowing the determination of large scale 3D 
thermo-chemical models of the mantle.

Unlike density and seismic velocities, electric conductivities of 
mantle minerals increase with temperature (e.g. Poirier, 1991). 
Earth’s mantle electrical conductivity further depends on compo-
sitional parameters, in particular mineralogical composition and 
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iron content. Radial profiles and 3D maps of electrical conduc-
tivity in the mantle may thus provide important information on 
its thermo-chemical structure (e.g. Khan et al., 2015). Such vari-
ations can be recovered from inversions of magnetic field vari-
ations recorded at geomagnetic observatories and by satellites 
(for a detailed treatment, see Kuvshinov and Semenov, 2012). 
Variations with periods from a few days to 1 year have been 
used to build 1D radial models of conductivity (Olsen, 1999;
Kuvshinov and Olsen, 2006; Velímský, 2010; Civet et al., 2015;
Puethe et al., 2015) that show an increase by 2 to 3 orders of 
magnitude between the top of the mantle and the core-mantle 
boundary. Regional and global tomographic models of mantle elec-
trical conductivity have also been obtained (Kelbert et al., 2009;
Semenov and Kuvshinov, 2012; Koyama et al., 2014). However, the 
3D conductivity structures observed in these models strongly dif-
fer both in amplitude and distribution, and are limited to depths 
of 1600 km.

The direct approach, which consists of calculating synthetic 
electrical conductivity models from observed or a priori thermo-
chemical models, provides valuable information, if these models 
can be tested against observations. For instance, assuming a man-
tle geotherm and mineralogical model, Xu et al. (2000) computed 
a radial conductivity profile for the entire mantle that agrees with 
the radial conductivity model beneath Europe obtained by Olsen
(1999). More recently, Deschamps (2015) reconstructed 3D maps 
of conductivity from the global 3D thermo-chemical models of 
Trampert et al. (2004). A natural extension of the direct approach 
is the inversion of magnetic field data in combination with other 
observables for thermo-chemical models using Monte-Carlo algo-
rithms (e.g. Khan et al., 2006; Verhoeven et al., 2009). This ap-
proach allowed recovering the radial thermo-chemical structure 
of the mantle at global (Verhoeven et al., 2009) and continen-
tal (Khan et al., 2006) scales. Here, using a direct approach, we 
calculate new 3D maps of electrical conductivity for both purely 
thermal and thermo-chemical models of the lower mantle, and 
electromagnetic response functions (C-responses) associated with 
these maps. Our calculations show that anomalies in electrical con-
ductivity predicted by thermo-chemical models are stronger than 
those predicted using purely thermal models by a factor 2.5. At 
periods larger than one year, C-responses for purely thermal and 
thermo-chemical models are different, suggesting that long-period 
magnetic field variations can be used to discriminate between 
purely thermal and thermo-chemical models of lower mantle.

2. Modeling lower mantle electrical conductivity

At lower mantle temperature and pressure, three transport 
mechanisms are thought to contribute to electrical conductivity 
(e.g. Yoshino et al., 2009): ionic, small polaron, and proton con-
duction. Each mechanism involves a different charge carrier. Ionic 
conduction is related to the migration of Mg-site vacancies. Small 
polaron conduction and proton conduction involve the hopping of 
an electron from Fe3+ to Fe2+ ions, and the hopping of protons 
amongst point defects, respectively. In all three cases, however, the 
charge migration is a thermally activated diffusion process that fol-
lows a Boltzmann distribution, and can be described by

σ = σ0T m exp

(
− Ea + P V a

kT

)
, (1)

where P is pressure, T is temperature, and k = 8.617 ×10−5 eV/m
Boltzmann’s constant. The exponent m appears in polaron models 
only (e.g. Goddat et al., 1999). The values of the pre-exponential 
factor σ0, and of the activation energy and activation volume, 
Ea and V a, are different for each of the three mechanisms, and the 
electrical conductivity of the aggregate may be obtained by sum-
ming these three contributions. In the lower mantle, however, sev-
eral arguments indicate that small polaron conduction is the dom-
inant mechanism, and that other mechanisms may be neglected 
to a good approximation. First, as pointed by Goddat et al. (1999), 
the activation energies of lower mantle minerals for the small po-
laron mechanism are small, typically a few tenths of eV, whereas 
for ionic conduction Ea > 1 eV, implying (Eq. (1)) that ionic con-
ductivity is much smaller than small polaron. Second, because it 
strongly depends on the water content (Yoshino et al., 2009), pro-
ton conduction may be much less efficient in the lower mantle 
than in the upper mantle, since the former is thought to be dry. 
In this context, Xu and McCammon (2002) identified two possible 
mechanisms controlling the electrical conductivity of bridgman-
ite: ionic and small polaron. However, the conductivity obtained 
by summing the contributions from these two mechanisms can 
be parameterized with a single law (Vacher and Verhoeven, 2007). 
For ferropericlase, Dobson and Brodholt (2000) identified only one 
regime for temperatures larger than 1000 K. Finally, Vacher and 
Verhoeven (2007) showed that the changes in electrical conductiv-
ity due to variations in the iron content, which may be of partic-
ular importance for the Earth’s lower mantle, are much stronger 
than the changes induced by accounting for mechanisms with dif-
ferent temperature dependence.

2.1. Model and data sets

We estimated the electrical conductivity of the lower mantle 
aggregate following the approach underlined in Vacher and Ver-
hoeven (2007), with some modifications. This approach considers 
variations due to pressure, temperature, and composition. Compo-
sitional changes include two sources: variations in mineralogical 
composition of the aggregate, and variations in iron fraction in 
each mineral composing the aggregate.

We considered a lower mantle aggregate consisting of two min-
erals, bridgmanite, (Mg, Fe)SiO3, and ferropericlase, (Mg, Fe)O. For 
each mineral i, the individual conductivity σi is given by

σi = σ i
0

(
xi

Fe

xi
ref

)αi

exp

⎡
⎣−

Ei
a + βi

(
xi

Fe − xi
ref

)
+ P V i

a

kT

⎤
⎦ , (2)

where T and P are temperature and pressure, and xi
Fe, σ i

0, and 
Ei

a iron fraction, pre-exponential factor, and activation energy for 
mineral i, respectively. The fraction of iron influences both the pre-
exponential factor and the activation energy, and its effects are 
controlled by two parameters, αi and βi . Vacher and Verhoeven
(2007) assume that the fractions of iron in bridgmanite and fer-
ropericlase, xbm

Fe and xfp
Fe, are equal. Here, we control these fractions 

by fixing the iron partitioning between bridgmanite and ferroperi-
clase according to

KFe = xbm
Fe /

(
1 − xbm

Fe

)
xfp

Fe/
(

1 − xfp
Fe

) . (3)

Given the volume fraction of bridgmanite in the assemblage, Xbm , 
and global iron fraction in the aggregate,

XFe = Xbmxbm
Fe + (1 − Xbm) xfp

Fe, (4)

the individual iron fractions xbm
Fe and xfp

Fe can be calculated by solv-

ing Eqs. (3) and (4). Eq. (4) indicates that xbm
Fe increases and xfp

Fe
decreases with increasing iron partitioning. Solving Eqs. (3) and 
(4) further shows that for KFe < 1.0 both xbm

Fe and xfp
Fe increase with 

increasing fraction of bridgmanite, whereas for KFe > 1.0 both de-
crease (Supplementary Fig. S1).

To compute the bulk conductivity of the aggregate, we need to 
define an appropriate averaging scheme for a multiphase system. 
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It is usual to define several estimators based on different averaging 
schemes, and to compute bounds. For the latter, Hashin–Shtrikman 
(HS) bounds (Hashin and Shriktman, 1962) are generally employed. 
HS lower (HS−) and upper (HS+) bounds are based on variational 
principles and are the narrowest possible bounds for a multiphase 
system. For a two-phase system of bridgmanite (with volume frac-
tion Xbm) and ferropericlase, and based on the observation that 
ferropericlase is electrically more conductive than bridgmanite (see 
below), HS bounds can be computed using

σHS− = σbm + (1 − Xbm)σbm
(
σfp − σbm

)
σbm + Xbm

(
σfp − σbm

)
/3

, (5)

and

σHS+ = σbm − Xbmσfp
(
σfp − σbm

)
σfp + (1 − Xbm)

(
σfp − σbm

)
/3

, (6)

where σbm and σ f p are the conductivities of bridgmanite and fer-
ropericlase, respectively. A first estimator is given by the geometric 
average of the HS bounds,

σHSm = √
σHS−σHS+. (7)

Alternatively, we calculated the mean of the arithmetic and har-
monic averages, or Voigt–Reuss–Hill (VRH) average (Hill, 1963),

σVRH

= 1

2

[
Xbmσbm + (1 − Xbm)σfp + σbmσfp

(1 − Xbm)σbm + Xbmσfp

]
,

(8)

which is often used to derive the thermo-elastic properties of mul-
tiphase aggregates. This estimator is usually found to be biased 
towards the arithmetic average, i.e. towards the HS+. By contrast, 
the geometric average,

σGM = σ bm
bm σ

(1−Xbm)

fp , (9)

is usually found to be biased towards HS− (e.g. Shankland and 
Duba, 1990; Khan and Shankland, 2012). Finally, the effective 
medium theory (EMT) developed by Landauer (1952) for a two-
phases aggregate states provides another estimator. This theory 
considers each individual grain as surrounded by a homogeneous 
medium with conductivity σ EMT. Assuming that the total polariza-
tion induced by all individual grains cancels out, σEMT satisfies a 
degree-two polynomial, of which it is the positive solution. For an 
assemblage of bridgmanite and ferropericlase one obtains

σEMT = 1

4

[
b +

√
b2 + 8σbmσfp

]
, (10)

with b = σbm (3Xbm − 1) − σfp (3Xbm − 2).
For calculations, we used two different data sets of the param-

eters governing Eq. (2). The first data set is taken from the com-
pilation of Vacher and Verhoeven (2007) (model 1 in Table 1). In 
this data set, the electrical properties of bridgmanite were deduced 
from the mineral physics experiments of Poirier and Peyronneau
(1992) and Shankland et al. (1993), and those of ferropericlase 
were modeled from Dobson and Brodholt (2000). In the second 
data set (model 2 in Table 1), the pre-exponential factor and ac-
tivation energy of bridgmanite are from Xu et al. (1998), and iron 
corrections are from Vacher and Verhoeven (2007). For ferroperi-
clase, we again employed the data of Dobson and Brodholt (2000).

Fig. 1a plots the variations of electrical conductivity with depth 
for an aggregate composed of 80% bridgmanite and 20% ferroper-
iclase using the mineral physics data set 1 in Table 1, and for 
two values of the iron partitioning. Both the lower and upper 
Table 1
Electrical conductivity properties of bridgmanite (Bm) and ferropericlase (Fp).

Parameter Bridgmanite Ferropericlase

Model 1 Model 2

log(σ0) 1.28 ± 0.18 1.12 ± 0.12 2.56 ± 0.10
Ea (eV/K) 0.68 ± 0.04 0.62 ± 0.04 0.88 ± 0.03
V a (cm3/mol) −0.26 ± 0.03 −0.10 ± 0.03 −0.26 ± 0.07
α 3.56 ± 1.32 3.56 ± 1.32 3.14 ± 0.07
β −1.72 ± 0.38 −1.72 ± 0.38 0
xref 0.10 0.085 0.10

In model 1, data for bridgmanite are from the Shankland et al. (1993) and Poirier 
and Peyronneau (1992), and iron corrections from Vacher and Verhoeven (2007). In 
model 2, data for bridgmanite are from Xu et al. (1998) with iron corrections again 
from Vacher and Verhoeven (2007). Data for ferropericlase are from the compilation 
of Vacher and Verhoeven (2007), and are based on modeling of data from Dobson 
and Brodholt (2000) in both models 1 and 2.

Fig. 1. Variation of electrical conductivity with depth for bridgmanite (Bm), fer-
ropericlase (Fp), and an assemblage of 80% bridgmanite and 20% ferropericlase. The 
potential temperature is fixed to Tp = 2500 K, and the real temperature used to 
calculate the conductivity is obtained by adding an adiabatic correction to Tp. The 
global iron fraction is XFe = 0.1, and the iron partitioning KFe = 0.25. (a) Mineral 
physics data set 1 in Table 1. The extent between the lower and upper HS bounds 
is denoted by the grey shaded area, and four estimators are calculated: geometric 
average of lower and upper Hashin–Shtrikman bounds (HSm) (Eq. (7)), geometric av-
erage (GM) (Eq. (9)), Voigt–Reuss–Hill average (VRH) (Eq. (8)), and effective medium 
theory (EMT) (Eq. (10)). (b) Comparison between mineral physics data set 1 (plain 
curves), and 2 (dashed curves) for bridgmanite (green curves) and the HS geomet-
ric average of an aggregate of 80% bridgmanite and 20% ferropericlase (red curves). 
Conductivity is plotted in logarithmic scale with ε = 1.0 S/m. (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)

HS bounds and the four estimators discussed above are repre-
sented. Also shown are the conductivities for bridgmanite and 
ferropericlase. The input temperature is the potential tempera-
ture, T p , and to get the real (in situ) temperature T real, an adi-
abatic temperature correction must be added to T p . We calcu-
lated this temperature correction following the data and method 
detailed in Deschamps and Trampert (2004). Note that, because 
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they partly control the value of the adiabatic bulk modulus, and 
thus the adiabatic gradient, the compositional parameters (Xbm , 
XFe, and KFe) indirectly influence the real temperature, and thus 
the electrical conductivity. For the calculations in Fig. 1, the po-
tential temperature was fixed to T p = 2500 K, leading to a real 
temperature at the core-mantle-boundary of about 3900 K. Fig. 1
indicates that electrical conductivity monotonically increases with 
depth. Again, part of this increase is related to the adiabatic 
increase of temperature with pressure. Another important prop-
erty, already pointed out in several studies (e.g. Xu et al., 2000;
Vacher and Verhoeven, 2007; Khan et al., 2006), is that ferroperi-
clase is electrically more conductive than bridgmanite throughout 
the lower mantle. This difference may however be substantially 
reduced if aluminum is present in bridgmanite (Sinmyo et al., 
2014; Yoshino et al., 2016). The VRH average is close to HS+, in 
agreement with previous studies (e.g. Shankland and Duba, 1990;
Khan and Shankland, 2012), whereas, by contrast, both the geo-
metric and EMT averages are close to HS−. However, it is im-
portant to note that all three estimators remain within the HS 
bounds. An interesting property shown in Supplementary Fig. S2 
is that the size of the HS interval depends on the iron partitioning. 
As more iron becomes incorporated into bridgmanite (increasing 
KFe), the difference between the individual conductivities of bridg-
manite and ferropericlase decreases, which in turn decreases the 
difference between HS− and HS+.

Fig. 1b compares the electrical conductivity of bridgmanite and 
of the HS geometric average (Eq. (7)) for an aggregate of 80% 
bridgmanite and 20% ferropericlase obtained with the two data 
sets listed in Table 1. The electrical conductivity of ferropericlase, 
which is calculated using the same data in our two models, is 
shown for comparison. The largest discrepancies in the conductiv-
ities of bridgmanite and of the aggregate are in the top part of the 
lower mantle (<1200 km). Around 2000 km depth, the conductiv-
ities calculated with the two data sets are very similar, and in the 
lowermost mantle, discrepancies increase slightly. For example, at 
2800 km depth, the conductivities for the aggregate obtained with 
data sets 1 and 2 differ by 2.0 S/m, i.e. about 10% in relative value. 
Other estimators also lead to relatively small-to-moderate differ-
ences in the lower mantle, up to about 20% in the case of EMT. 
Differences in the calculated conductivities for data sets 1 and 2 
are not substantially affected by the thermo-chemical input param-
eters.

2.2. Influence of temperature and composition

Electrical conductivity increases with increasing real tempera-
ture (i.e. the potential temperature plus the adiabatic contribution) 
throughout the lower mantle (Fig. 2a), this increase being atten-
uated with increasing pressure (depth). Raising the temperature 
from 2000 to 4000 K induces an increase in electrical conductiv-
ity by a factor 4 at 2000 km depth, and by only a factor of 2.5 
at 2800 km. Fig. 2a further indicates that a temperature excess of 
500 K at the bottom of the mantle, as might be the case in LLSVPs 
(Trampert et al., 2004; Mosca et al., 2012) would result in a change 
in electrical conductivity between 15 and 25%, depending on the 
mantle reference temperature.

Small polaron conduction is related to charge hopping from 
Fe3+ to Fe2+ ions and is therefore strongly sensitive to variations 
in the iron content, with electrical conductivity increasing as the 
fraction of iron increases (Fig. 2b). In the lowermost mantle, and 
for Xbm = 0.8 and KFe = 0.25, increasing XFe by 4%, which is typi-
cal of the enrichment expected in LLSVPs (Trampert et al., 2004;
Mosca et al., 2012), induces a three-fold increase in conductiv-
ity. Note that increasing iron partitioning enhances the influence 
of iron, but does not modify the trend, i.e. electrical conductivity 
Fig. 2. Influence of (a) temperature and (b) global fraction of iron, XFe, on the con-
ductivity of the aggregate. The volume fraction of bridgmanite and iron partitioning 
are Xbm = 0.8 and KFe = 0.25, respectively, and the electrical properties are from 
data set 1 in Table 1. In plot (a), the global iron fraction is XFe = 0.1, and in plot (b) 
the real temperature is Treal = 3000 K. Averaging scheme is geometric average of 
the upper and lower Hashin–Shtrikman bounds, and several depth are considered 
(legend). Conductivity is plotted in logarithmic scale with ε = 1.0 S/m. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)

increases with increasing iron fraction whatever the value of iron 
partitioning.

Since bridgmanite is less conductive than ferropericlase through-
out the lower mantle, the electrical conductivity of the mantle 
aggregate should decrease with increasing fraction of bridgmanite, 
Xbm . However, because the sensitivity to iron fraction is different 
for bridgmanite and for ferropericlase (Table 1), the detailed influ-
ence of the fraction of Xbm is more complex, and depends on the 
value of the iron partitioning, KFe, and on the averaging scheme 
(Fig. 3). For KFe = 1.0 the fractions of iron in bridgmanite and 
ferropericlase are equal, and the electrical conductivity decreases 
with increasing Xbm independently of the averaging scheme em-
ployed (Fig. 3a). We observe a similar trend for KFe > 1.0, and 
for values of KFe down to 0.5 (Fig. 3b). For KFe < 0.5, relevant 
to Earth’s lower mantle, the influence of Xbm is more complex 
(Figs. 3c and 3d). For instance, if KFe = 0.2, the conductivity pre-
dicted by the HS geometric average first sharply decreases from 
Xbm = 0.0 to Xbm = 0.2, then slowly increases up to Xbm = 0.9, 
and decreases again up to Xbm = 1.0. Interestingly, for values rel-
evant to the Earth’s mantle, i.e. Xbm > 0.7, the volume fraction of 
bridgmanite has only a moderate influence on the electrical con-
ductivity. For 0.2 ≤ KFe ≤ 0.4, a rise of Xbm from 0.8 to 0.9 changes 
the conductivity by 10 to 20%, depending on the averaging scheme.

The results displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 indicate that regions 
of the mantle that are hotter than average and/or enriched in 
iron, as might be the case of the LLSVPs (Trampert et al., 2004;
Deschamps et al., 2012; Mosca et al., 2012), should be electrically 
more conductive than the surrounding regions. Additional increase 
in the relative volume fraction of silicate may slightly reduce or 
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Fig. 3. Combined influence of the volume fraction of bridgmanite, Xbm , and the iron partitioning, KFe, on the conductivity of the aggregate. Results are plotted as a function of 
Xbm and for (a) KFe = 1.0, (b) KFe = 0.6, (c) KFe = 0.4, and (d) KFe = 0.2. Three estimators are shown: geometric average of the upper and lower Hashin–Shtrikman bounds 
(HSm), Voigt–Reuss–Hill average (VRH), and effective medium theory (EMT). All calculations are made with mineralogical data set 1 at 2500 km depth, real temperature 
Treal = 3000 K, and global iron fraction XFe = 0.1. Conductivity is plotted in logarithmic scale with ε = 1.0 S/m.
increase this trend. These implications are further discussed and 
quantified in the next section.

3. Lower mantle electrical conductivity inferred from 
probabilistic tomography

Lateral variations in mantle temperature and composition trig-
ger variations in seismic velocity anomalies with comparable am-
plitude. Thermal and compositional contributions to seismic ve-
locity anomalies are however difficult to separate. Tomographic 
models that provide independent distributions of relative shear-
wave and bulk-sound velocity anomalies show that these two 
distributions are anti-correlated (Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Masters 
et al., 2000; Trampert et al., 2004). This strongly suggests that 
these regions are both thermally and compositionally different 
from the surrounding mantle, but a thermally dominated expla-
nation may not be completely ruled out (Davies et al., 2012). The 
de-correlation between shear-wave velocity and density anomalies, 
as mapped by probabilistic tomography, provides another strong 
hint for a thermo-chemical variations. Models of probabilistic to-
mography, which are based on a Monte-Carlo inversion, further 
allow mapping thermal and compositional variations in the deep 
mantle (Trampert et al., 2004; Mosca et al., 2012), indicating that 
LLSVPs are enriched in iron and silicate, relative to the average 
mantle.

Differences in lower mantle thermo-chemical structures will re-
sult in different distributions of electrical conductivity. Here, we 
considered two models: a purely thermal model deduced from 
the shear-wave velocity anomalies of probabilistic tomography 
of Trampert et al. (2004) with sensitivities to temperature also 
from Trampert et al. (2004); and the 3D thermo-chemical model 
of Trampert et al. (2004), consisting of anomalies in temperature, 
iron, and silicate (parameterized as variations in the volume frac-
tion of (Mg, Fe)-bridgmanite). This model is radially parameterized 
in three layers in the lower mantle: 670–1200 km, 1200–2000 km, 
and 2000–2891 km. A more recent 3D thermo-chemical model, 
with thinner radial parameterization and including distribution in 
the post-perovskite phase, is available (Mosca et al., 2012). How-
ever, because electrical conductivity data for post-perovskite are 
still sparse, we preferred to use the thermo-chemical distributions 
of Trampert et al. (2004).

At each point of the purely thermal and thermo-chemical mod-
els, and for each of the two mineral physics data sets in Table 1, 
we calculated the HS bounds of the aggregate electrical conduc-
tivity (Eqs. (5) and (6)), and the four estimators outlined in sec-
tion 2.1 (Eqs. (7) to (10)). Mineral physics parameters are varied 
within their uncertainties and the iron partition coefficient is ran-
domly varied in the range 0.2–0.5. The relative thermo-chemical 
distributions are varied within their error bars and added to the 
1D radial thermo-chemical model DT2 of Deschamps and Tram-
pert (2004), which is also varied within its error bars. In DT2, 
the average potential temperature is around 2000 K, with un-
certainties (taken as one standard deviation around the average 
temperature) of ∼500 K, leading to a real temperature (i.e. includ-
ing the adiabatic correction) at the bottom of the mantle in the 
range 2700–3700 K. The reference fraction of iron is nearly con-
stant with depth, around 0.09 ± 0.02, and the reference fraction of 
bridgmanite varies between 0.7 and 0.8 (with uncertainty ∼0.1), 
depending on depth. Note that for the purely thermal model, ref-
erence iron and bridgmanite fractions are fixed for each layer, and 
only the reference temperature is varied within error bars. Calcu-
lations are performed on a 15 × 15◦ grid, corresponding to the 
original node parameterization of Trampert et al. (2004). At each 
depth, we consider a total of 104 different thermo-chemical mod-
els and 105 combinations of mineral physics parameters, leading 
to a collection of models of electrical conductivity from which the 
mean and standard deviation are calculated.

Results for data set 1 are shown in Fig. 4 (1D horizontally av-
eraged models), and Figs. 5 and 6 (HS geometric average, Eq. (7)). 
Results for data set 2 do not differ substantially, and are shown in 
Supplementary Figs. S3–S5. Table 2 further lists the average elec-
trical conductivity, and the root-mean-square (rms), minimum, and 
maximum in the relative conductivity anomalies estimated from 
the HS geometric average. Figs. 4–6 and Table 2 indicate that the 
electrical conductivity obtained for purely thermal and thermo-
chemical models strongly differ, both in distribution pattern and 
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Fig. 4. Radial models of electrical conductivity for mineral physics data set 1 for (a) a purely thermal structure, and (b) a thermo-chemical structure. In each case, the grey 
shaded area extends from the lower to the upper Hashin–Shtrikman (HS) bound, and four estimators are shown: geometric average of upper and lower HS bounds (HSm); 
geometric average (GM); Voigt–Reuss–Hill average (VRH); and effective medium theory (EMT). For comparison, four radial models based on magnetic field data, Kuvshinov 
and Olsen (2006) (KO06), Velímský (2010) (V10), Puethe et al. (2015) (PKK15), and Civet et al., 2015 (CTV15) are also shown. Conductivity is plotted in logarithmic scale 
with ε = 1.0 S/m.

Fig. 5. Electrical conductivity inferred from a purely thermal model and mineral physics data set 1 in Table 1, for layers 670–1200 km (top row), 1200–2000 km (middle 
row), and 2000–2891 km (bottom row). The thermal model is derived from the shear-wave velocity anomalies of probabilistic tomography (Trampert et al., 2004). Left and 
right columns show the logarithm (with ε = 1.0 S/m) and relative anomalies in conductivity, respectively. Aggregate conductivity is calculated from the geometric average of 
Hashin–Shtrikman bounds. See Supplementary Figs. S6 to S8 for other estimators.
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Fig. 6. Electrical conductivity inferred from the thermo-chemical 3D model of probabilistic tomography (Trampert et al., 2004) and mineral physics data set 1 in Table 1, for 
layers 670–1200 km (top row), 1200–2000 km (middle row), and 2000–2891 km (bottom row). Left and right columns show the logarithm (with ε = 1.0 S/m) and relative 
anomalies in conductivity, respectively. Aggregate conductivity is calculated from the geometric average of Hashin–Shtrikman bounds. See Supplementary Figs. S9 to S11 for 
other estimators.

Table 2
Statistics on the modeled lower mantle electrical conductivity for different models.

Mantle structure Mineralogical data set Layer 
(km)

σm

(S/m)
δσ (%)

rms min max

Purely thermal 1 670–1200 0.85 9.5 −24.4 82.6
1200–2000 1.18 9.4 −14.8 78.6
2000–2891 2.63 13.4 −19.7 67.0

Purely thermal 2 670–1200 1.05 9.3 −23.7 83.4
1200–2000 1.24 9.6 −15.1 78.6
2000–2891 2.27 14.7 −21.6 64.5

Thermo-chemical 1 670–1200 2.39 26.3 −44.4 104.5
1200–2000 2.85 14.9 −24.8 36.0
2000–2891 7.15 26.6 −30.8 119.8

Thermo-chemical 2 670–1200 2.51 28.8 −47.5 117.9
1200–2000 2.51 15.8 −26.2 39.4
2000–2891 5.13 26.6 −30.0 119.9

Listed values are the mean in electrical conductivity, and the root-mean-square (rms), minimum, and maximum 
in the relative anomalies in electrical conductivity. Electrical properties for mineralogical data sets 1 and 2 are 
listed in Table 1. Corresponding models are shown in Figs. 4 to 6 for data set 1, and Supplementary Figs. S2 to S4 
for data set 2.
in amplitude. On average, purely thermal models predict electrical 
conductivity to be lower than that obtained for thermo-chemical 
models by a factor 2.5 to 3.0 (Table 2 and Fig. 4). It should be 
noted that comparisons between two given models are meaningful 
only if these models were calculated with the same estimator. The 
fact that the range covered by the HS bounds for purely thermal 
and thermo-chemical models overlap does not mean that these 
models are not substantially different. In the absence of knowl-
edge of the geometric distribution of minerals in the aggregate, HS 
bounds may be considered as uncertainties, keeping in mind that 
these uncertainties do not account for other sources of errors (e.g., 
uncertainties associated with mineral physics parameters). For the 
thermo-chemical model and data set 1, the mean conductivity es-
timated from the HS geometric average is close to 3.0 S/m in the 
mid-mantle (1200–2000 km) and around 7.0 S/m in the bottom 
part (2000–2891 km), in good agreement with several radial mod-
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els obtained from inversion of magnetic field data (Kuvshinov and 
Olsen, 2006; Velímský, 2010; Civet et al., 2015). Interestingly, these 
observed profiles remain within the HS bounds throughout the 
lower mantle, except in its topmost part (Fig. 4b). By contrast, for 
the purely thermal model, the mean conductivity is around 1.0 S/m 
down to 2000 km and 2.6 S/m below, which agrees with the ra-
dial profiles of Puethe et al. (2015), but is somewhat smaller than 
the other observed profiles (Fig. 4a). The patterns and amplitude 
of relative lateral variations in electrical conductivity predicted by 
purely thermal and thermo-chemical models are also clearly dif-
ferent. Lateral variations in conductivity induced by purely thermal 
models are about half those induced by thermo-chemical models 
(Table 2 and Figs. 5 and 6). The difference in distribution pat-
terns is more pronounced in the bottom layer, where the composi-
tional variations from probabilistic tomography are the strongest. 
The discrepancies between purely thermal and thermo-chemical 
models result from the fact that variations in iron content, which 
are absent in purely thermal models, have a stronger influence on 
conductivity than the variations in temperature (Fig. 2). Different 
estimators lead to strong differences in the amplitude of the pre-
dicted conductivity, as illustrated by the strong differences in the 
horizontally-averaged conductivity models (Fig. 4). In contrast, the 
relative conductivity patterns remain mostly unchanged (Supple-
mentary Figs. S6 to S11).

A striking feature that is present in thermo-chemical models 
for both mineral physics data sets and for all estimators, but not 
in purely thermal models, is a belt of high electrical conductivity 
running along the equator (bottom row in Fig. 6, Supplementary 
Fig. S11). The conductivity is peaking in the LLSVPs, with maxi-
mum values (for data set 1) of the HS geometric average around 
16 S/m, leading to relative anomalies up to ∼120% (Table 2). For 
the VRH and EMT averages, conductivity peaks at 20 S/m and 
12 S/m, respectively, leading to maximum relative anomalies of 
97% and 90%.

The strong differences in the electrical conductivity maps ob-
tained for purely thermal and thermo-chemical models of lower 
mantle should result in strong differences between their respective 
electromagnetic response functions (C-responses). In the following, 
we investigate how far these responses can be used as a means to 
distinguish between these models.

4. C-responses

External variations of the magnetic field induce electrical cur-
rents in the conductive regions of the mantle. These currents in 
turn induce additional variations of the magnetic field that can 
be observed at the surface, with sounding depth increasing with 
period. Separating the external and internal variations of the mag-
netic field allows the calculation of the mantle response to a given 
input magnetic field variation, or C-response (e.g. Banks, 1969). At 
each frequency ω = 2π/T , where T is period, and assuming that 
the source has a P 1

0 structure, the observed C-response is given by

C (ω) = −a tanϑ

2

Z (ω)

H (ω)
, (11)

where a = 6371.2 km is Earth’s mean radius, ϑ geomagnetic co-
latitude, and Z(ω) and H(ω) vertical and horizontal components 
of the magnetic field, respectively. C-responses depend on the dis-
tribution of electrical conductivity in the mantle, and can thus 
be used to constrain this distribution. Alternatively, theoretical 
C-responses may be calculated from a priori conductivity models.

We calculated C-responses from our 1D and 3D electrical 
conductivity models in the period range 3.0 × 105–108 s (4 to 
730 days), which are sensitive to depths down to the core-mantle 
boundary. We further considered a hybrid model built from the 
top (670–1200 km) and middle (1200–2000 km) layers of the 
purely thermal model, and the bottom layer (2000–2891 km) of 
the thermo-chemical model, accounting for the fact that, as a 
result of mantle early partial differentiation, lateral variations in 
composition may be significant in the lowermost mantle only. In 
all cases, we assumed that the crust and upper mantle (0–670 km) 
electrical conductivity is distributed in radially symmetric shells, 
with conductivity within each shell being given by the 1D model 
of Velímský (2010) (Fig. 4). To account for the fact that strong 
lateral variations in conductivity occur in the crust and upper-
most mantle (>200 km), we tested other 1D models of upper 
mantle conductivity, but found that C-responses do not substan-
tially depend on this parameter (Fig. S12). The largest differences 
appear at periods shorter than 106 s (12 days). At longer peri-
ods, the differences between C-responses obtained for different 
models of upper mantle conductivity are very small, and more im-
portantly, they are always smaller than the differences between 
the C-responses for purely thermal and thermo-chemical models. 
The calculation of C-responses follows the method described in 
Kuvshinov (2008), which computes the magnetic field induced by 
a time-varying source (in our case, a magnetospheric ring current) 
exciting a given 3D-spherical distribution of electrical conductivity. 
Assuming that the source can be transferred to the frequency do-
main using a Fourier transform, the magnetic and electric fields, 
H and E, satisfy Maxwell’s equations,

∇ × H = σE + jext (12)

and

∇ × E = iωμ0H, (13)

where σ is the conductivity model, jext is the source current, 
i = √−1, ω is the frequency, and μ0 is the magnetic permeabil-
ity of space. In the region between the conducting Earth (i.e. for 
radius larger than the Earth’s radius) and the external magneto-
spheric sources, the Fourier component B(ω) of the magnetic field 
can be derived from a magnetic scalar potential V that may be 
expanded in spherical harmonics,

B (ω) = μ0H (ω) = −∇V (ω), (14)

V (r,ϑ,ϕ,ω)

= a
∞∑

n=1

n∑
m=−n

[
εm

n (ω)
(a

r

)n + ιm
n (ω)

(a

r

)n+1
]

Pm
n (cosϑ)eimϕ,

(15)

where r, ϑ , ϕ are radius, colatitude, and longitude in the geomag-
netic coordinate system, εm

n (ω) and ιm
n the complex spherical har-

monic coefficients of the inducing and induced parts of the mag-
netic potential, respectively, and Pm

n (cosϑ) Legendre polynomials. 
It is important to note that the radial component of the magnetic 
field is more affected by the induced current than the horizon-
tal component, allowing C-responses (Eq. (11)) to be sensitive to 
the conductivity structure. The method used to solve Maxwell’s 
equations allows the source to be located anywhere outside the 
conducting Earth. In our case, this source is the magnetospheric 
ring current, and we modeled it with a sheet current flowing at 
the surface of the Earth (r = a) with a P 1

0 structure in the geo-
magnetic coordinate system, corresponding to a large ring current 
symmetric to the geometric equator. For 1D conductivity models, 
Maxwell’s equations may be solved using an iterative process (e.g.
Srivastava, 1966). For 3D conductivity models, the calculation of 
electric and magnetic fields follows the 3D volume integral equa-
tion approach detailed in Kuvshinov (2008). This approach reduces 
Maxwell’s equations to integral equations of the second kind (scat-
tering equations) that are solved using appropriate (dyadic) Green’s 
functions and conjugate gradients techniques.
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Fig. 7. Real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts of C-responses calculated for 1D 
horizontally averaged purely thermal and thermo-chemical models of electrical con-
ductivities (geometric average of Hashin–Shtrikman bounds) obtained with mineral 
physics data set 1. The mixed model is built from the top (670–1200 km) and mid-
dle (1200–2000 km) layers of the purely thermal model, and the bottom layer 
(2000–2891 km) of the thermo-chemical model. Symbols represent C-responses 
measured by Olsen (1999) (O99) from European geomagnetic observatories, and by 
Kuvshinov and Olsen (2006) (KO06) from of satellite data.

Fig. 7 shows the C-responses calculated for the horizontally 
averaged (1D) models obtained using the geometric mean of HS 
bounds (Fig. 4). For comparison, we also show the average C-
responses computed from European geomagnetic observatory data 
(Olsen, 1999) and the global C-responses from 5 years of satel-
lite data (Kuvshinov and Olsen, 2006). Fig. 8 plots the C-responses 
calculated at 5 locations corresponding to permanent geomagnetic 
observatories for the 3D conductivity models obtained using the 
geometric mean of HS bounds and mineral physics data set 1 
(Figs. 5 and 6). Note that to better distinguish the real and imagi-
nary parts, we plot imaginary parts with a minus sign. For compar-
ison, C-responses obtained from geomagnetic data recorded at five 
selected observatories distributed across the globe (Australia, North 
America, Europe, China, and South Africa) (Khan et al., 2011), are 
also plotted. Two important conclusions may be drawn from our 
calculated C-responses. First, for the 1D model and for all the 
locations we considered, the real and imaginary parts of the C-
responses predicted by the purely thermal and thermo-chemical 
models are clearly different for periods of 106 s (12 days) and 
higher. These differences appear for all estimators we considered 
(Fig. S13), as well as for the models calculated using data set 2 
(Supplementary Figs. S14 and S15). C-responses for purely ther-
mal and hybrid models are close to one another up to periods of 
107 s (4 months), and differs significantly at longer periods. These 
differences, however, remain however small compared to those be-
tween the purely thermal and thermo-chemical models. Observed 
C-responses with period longer than a few months may thus pro-
vide a constraint on the thermo-chemical structure of the lower 
mantle, allowing to discriminate between a purely thermal struc-
ture, and the presence of both thermal and compositional anoma-
lies. Second, for the 3D thermo-chemical models, the real parts of 
the C-responses vary significantly depending on the location, as 
indicated by their deviations from the C-response obtained for the 
1D thermo-chemical model (Fig. 7 and dashed curves in Fig. 8). For 
the purely thermal and hybrid models, lateral variations in the 3D 
C-response are less pronounced and only visible at Tucson (TUC) 
and Honolulu (HON). Note that the largest deviations are found 
in Honolulu, which is located above conductivity highs through-
out the mantle for both the purely thermal and thermo-chemical 
models (Figs. 5 and 6). Again, deviations between the 3D and 1D 
C-responses suggest that comparison between local and globally-
averaged observed C-responses may provide constraints on the 
pattern and amplitude of lateral anomalies in electrical conductiv-
ity in the lower mantle, and therefore on the nature and amplitude 
of the thermal and compositional variations that induce them.

A key question is whether the differences between the C-
responses obtained for purely thermal and thermo-chemical mod-
els can be resolved by current magnetic field data. Horizontally-
averaged C-responses have, so far, been measured for periods up 
to 3.0 × 107 s (1 year), corresponding to a sensitivity in depth up 
to ∼1500 km. In the period range 107–3.0 × 107 s, and within 
their error bars, the horizontally averaged C-response obtained 
by Olsen (1999) (triangles in Fig. 7) fit the real part of the 
computed C-response built from the 1D thermo-chemical model 
reasonably well. These measurements, however, are still scarce, 
and may not be representative of the whole mantle. C-responses 
up to periods around 107 s have also been measured at sev-
eral individual geomagnetic stations (Khan et al., 2011; Fig. 8). 
Within their current error bars, however, these C-responses can-
not discriminate between the purely thermal and thermo-chemical 
models. This would require measurements with a better accu-
racy, leading to uncertainties in C-responses less than ∼250 km 
at 107 s. Measurements at longer periods, up to about 2 years 
(6.0 × 107 s), would be needed to sample the lowermost mantle 
(≥2500 km), where differences between the purely thermal and 
thermo-chemical models are strongest. Reducing uncertainties in 
C-responses at periods longer than 107 s in turn requires series 
of geomagnetic data over longer time intervals (typically, several 
decades) to increase the coherence of the signal. Currently, the co-
herence is very low for periods longer than 107 s, leading to strong 
scattering in the C-responses (Khan et al., 2011).

5. Discussion

An important goal of this study was to build 3D maps of lower 
mantle electrical conductivity from possible 3D thermo-chemical 
models. Our maps are certainly affected by uncertainties in the 
mineral physics properties of lower mantle minerals. This includes 
uncertainties in the electrical properties and in the thermo-elastic 
properties, the latter being used to calculate the lower mantle 
thermo-chemical reference model and 3D structure from seismic 
models. The models plotted in Figs. 4 to 6 are thus means over 
large collections of models sampling the model space within their 
uncertainties. The standard deviations in these collections, which 
may be understood as first-order estimates of the uncertainties, 
are large, with rms (relative to horizontal average) around 60% and 
more, depending on layer and model.

Electrical conductivities of bridgmanite and ferropericlase may 
further depend on effects that are not accounted for in our dataset. 
In particular, the experiments of Yoshino et al. (2011) indicate 
that, due to iron spin crossover, the conductivity of ferropericlase 
slightly decreases in the pressure range 25–50 GPa, and increases 
again at larger pressure. Note, however, that these experiments 
were conducted at temperatures between 300 and 600 K. The de-
tailed influence of iron spin crossover on lower mantle conductiv-
ity thus requires additional experiments at mantle temperatures. 
The presence of aluminum in bridgmanite may further influence 
the conductivity of this mineral. Sinmyo et al. (2014) found that 
the activation volume of Al-bridgmanite is lower than that of Al-
free bridgmanite. At 82 GPa, their measurements indicate that the 
conductivity of bridgmanite with XAl = 0.06 is larger than that 
of Al-free bridgmanite by about an order of magnitude. Recently, 
Yoshino et al. (2016) also reported an increase in the conductivity 
of bridgmanite with aluminum content. The presence of aluminum 
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Fig. 8. Real (left column) and imaginary (right column) parts of C-responses calculated at 5 locations from 3D purely thermal and thermo-chemical models of electrical 
conductivities (geometric average of Hashin–Shtrikman bounds) obtained with mineral physics data set 1. Dashed curves show the corresponding C-response obtained for 
1D models. The mixed model is built from the top (670–1200 km) and middle (1200–2000 km) layers of the purely thermal model, and the bottom layer (2000–2891 km) 
of the thermo-chemical model. Locations are Fürstenfeldbrück (FUR), Hermanus (HER), Honolulu (HON), Langzhou (LZH), and Tucson (TUC). Symbols represent measured 
C-responses at individual stations (Khan et al., 2011).
would then reduce the difference in conductivity between bridg-
manite and ferropericlase, and therefore the sensitivity of lower 
mantle conductivity to changes in the fraction of bridgmanite.

The lower mantle thermo-chemical model of Trampert et al.
(2004), which we used here, assumes that compositional anoma-
lies in the lowermost mantle are dominated by lateral variations 
in the amount of iron and silicate. This assumption explains well 
the anti-correlation between shear-wave and bulk-sound velocity 
anomalies, and is consistent with the hypothesis that LLSVPs re-
sult from an early chemical differentiation of the mantle (Nomura 
et al., 2011). Our maps of electrical conductivity do not account 
for other potential sources of chemical heterogeneities, in particu-
lar high-pressure MORB that may be entrained in the deep mantle 
by subducted slabs. Unless very hot compared to the surrounding 
mantle, high-pressure MORB alone is unlikely to explain LLSVPs 
(Deschamps et al., 2012). It may, however, be present in local pools 
around LLSVPs or even be incorporated in small amounts within 
LLSVPs, as suggested by the BAM model (Tackley, 2012). Compared 
to pyrolite, MORB is enriched in iron and should therefore be more 
conductive than the pyrolitic mantle. According to the experiments 
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of Ohta et al. (2010), the electrical conductivity of MORB strongly 
increases with pressure. It varies between 3 and 10 S/m at 51 GPa 
(1200 km depth) and for temperatures in the range 1400–2100 K, 
and increases to 300 S/m at 133 GPa and 2500 K, i.e. more than 
one order of magnitude larger than the maximum electrical con-
ductivity of our thermo-chemical model (Fig. 6). High pressure 
MORB may, however, only be present in limited amounts in the 
lowermost mantle, and part of it may be incorporated in LLSVPs 
(Tackley, 2012), thus decreasing its global effect. It should further 
be pointed out that large increases triggered by the presence of 
recycled MORB would affect the 1D radial profile of electrical con-
ductivity, inducing a sharp increase at the bottom of the mantle. 
Such an increase is not seen in the radial 1D model of Velímský 
(2010).

The presence of post-perovskite may further affect the distribu-
tion of electrical conductivity at the bottom of the mantle. Mineral 
physics experiments (Ohta et al., 2008) suggest that the electrical 
conductivity of post-perovskite at 129 GPa and 2500 K is around 
50 S/m, i.e. larger than the peak value of our models by about 
a factor three. However, it has been found that bridgmanite and 
post-perovskite may coexist in the lowermost mantle, but that 
post-perovskite would be depleted in iron compared to bridgman-
ite (Andrault et al., 2009). Sinmyo et al. (2011) reached a similar 
conclusion and showed that during the phase change from bridg-
manite to post-perovskite, iron changes its valence from Fe3+ to 
Fe2+ and preferentially partitions to ferropericlase. These effects 
would strongly decrease the conductivity of post-perovskite in the 
deep mantle. Furthermore, small lenses of post-perovskite may be 
present within LLSVPs (Li et al., 2016), in which case they would 
be enriched in iron due to the pressure and temperature conditions 
in these regions (Mao et al., 2006). Overall, the effective influence 
of post-perovskite on lowermost mantle electrical conductivity is 
complicated, and additional measurements are required for further 
analysis.

6. Conclusion

Despite the limitations discussed in section 5, our calculations 
indicate that mantle electrical conductivity is potentially a pow-
erful tool to infer thermal and chemical variations in the lower 
mantle. In particular, we have shown that electrical conductivity is 
able to discriminate between purely thermal and thermo-chemical 
models. The patterns and amplitudes of electrical conductivity 
anomalies associated with purely thermal and thermo-chemical (in 
our case, iron and silicate anomalies) models are clearly different, 
with thermo-chemical models being on average more conductive 
than purely thermal models and leading to stronger lateral vari-
ations of electrical conductivity. A striking feature of the thermo-
chemical models investigated here is the presence of a high con-
ductivity belt in the lowermost mantle around the equator. These 
differences result in strong changes in the predicted C-responses, 
which should be resolvable by long-period variations of the mag-
netic field. In the case of thermo-chemical models, lateral varia-
tions in conductivity result in significant geographical variations 
in the computed C-responses, which, again, could be resolvable if 
high precision measurements of magnetic field variations at long-
periods were available.
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